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why intranets fail and how to fix them is a practical guide to some of the common problems associated with intranets and
solutions to those problems the book takes a unique end user perspective on the role of intranets within organisations it
explores how the needs of the end user very often conflict with the needs of the organisation creating a confusion of purpose
that impedes the success of intranet it sets out clearly why intranets cannot be thought of as merely internal internets and
require their own management strategies and approaches the book draws on a wide range of examples and analogies from a variety
of contexts to set out in a clear and concise way the issues at the heart of failing intranets it presents step by step
solutions with universal application each issue discussed is accompanied by short practical suggestions for improved intranet
design and architecture jargon free and aimed at information professionals with sole mixed responsibilities draws many examples
from broader library management contexts clearly distinguishes between intranet and internet technologies if you want kids to do
god s word and not just hear it you re in exactly the right place each session focuses on one key bible truth kids will discover
it think about it talk about it pray about it and apply what they learn you ll drive that point home through bible exploration
fun discussions giggle worthy games and oh wow activities that engage kids in multiple ways just add an adult or teenage leader
to these easy to lead sessions to keep kids engaged entertained and growing in their faith each session is flexible sessions
work for 1 or 2 kids 12 kids or more multi aged suitable for all elementary kids low prep using easy to find supplies 45 minutes
of fun with time stretchers to fill an hour relational children grow close to jesus and each other perfect for any children s
ministry program sunday school children s church and more help kids discover the faith building life changing truths tucked into
13 stories of people who had very bad days and how god fixed them they will see god s power at work in the lives of noah daniel
mary lazarus stephen and others and along the way kids will discover that the same god of long ago watches over them and can fix
their bad days too are you tired of living paycheck to paycheck or struggling with debt do you want to take control of your
finances but don t know where to start this comprehensive guide is here to help you identify and overcome the most common money
mistakes that can sabotage your financial health in common money mistakes and how to fix them a guide you ll discover practical
solutions and expert advice on how to avoid financial pitfalls and achieve your financial goals whether you re just starting
your financial journey or looking to improve your current situation this guide provides the tools and knowledge you need to
succeed what you ll learn 1 introduction understand the importance of financial literacy and get an overview of common money
mistakes 2 overspending learn the causes of overspending and tips to control your spending habits 3 lack of budgeting discover
the importance of a budget and step by step instructions to create an effective one 4 ignoring emergency funds understand why
emergency funds are essential and how to build one 5 accumulating debt identify common types of debt and strategies for managing
and reducing them 6 not saving for retirement explore the consequences of neglecting retirement savings and best practices for
retirement planning 7 living paycheck to paycheck learn the risks of this lifestyle and tips to break the cycle 8 failing to
invest discover the benefits of investing and basic investment strategies for beginners 9 impulse purchases understand the
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impact of impulse buying on your financial health and techniques to curb it 10 neglecting financial goals learn the importance
of setting financial goals and how to achieve them 11 not tracking expenses find out why tracking expenses matters and the best
tools and methods for doing so 12 ignoring credit scores understand the role of credit scores in financial health and how to
monitor and improve yours 13 paying high fees identify hidden fees to watch out for and ways to minimize or avoid them 14 lack
of financial planning discover the benefits of a financial plan and how to create a comprehensive one 15 conclusion recap key
points and get motivated to take control of your personal finances packed with actionable tips and real world examples this
guide will empower you to make informed financial decisions and build a secure financial future whether you re aiming to save
more invest wisely or simply get out of debt common money mistakes and how to fix them a complete guide is your roadmap to
financial success take the first step towards financial freedom today have you gone from feeling like you were finally following
your true calling as a helper and healer to dragging yourself out of bed where did all the excitement wonder and gratitude go
you re exhausted physically and emotionally from juggling challenging clients and the mundane side of helping work you might
even have daydreamed about quitting or perhaps you re new to helping and not sure how to navigate client relationships run your
practice and somehow still have a life whether you re an acupuncturist massage therapist yoga teacher reiki healer coach
astrologer or counselor this book is your companion discover simple effective techniques to soothe burnout and relieve
compassion fatigue enhance your own resilience break free from impostor syndrome feel empowered to maintain healthier boundaries
customize your career to meet your needs plus find out what you don t know about change this information can take you from
frustrated to fulfilled dr jo eckler is a licensed clinical psychologist and registered yoga teacher trained in energy work
sound healing and as a death mourning doula you ll benefit from their 20 years of professional experience as a helper working
directly with clients supervising trainees leading workshops and consulting it s time to go beyond self care clichés and get the
practical tools you need to share your gifts with others while keeping yourself nourished in the process start crafting a more
sustainable future today named one of forbes top 10 books of 2019 if you have become tired of spinning your wheels and watching
clients leave without warning this book will show you how to foster genuine interactions such as through video rather than
pursuing one off wow moments forbes discover the 24 reasons people are leaving you for competitors and how to win them back in
why customers leave popular customer experience and marketing speaker david avrin makes a compelling case for customer
experience as a bankable differentiator in an era of vast marketplace choices the book lays out the very visible reasons for the
recent shift in customer mindset and expectation illustrates the myriad ways that companies inadvertently drive customers and
prospects to competitors and offers a multitude of creative strategies and tactics to attract and retain new prospects in the
book david explores and articulates the disturbing new dynamic that has arisen from easy to find one click away at your
fingertips options we have become a world of impatient intolerant and demanding customers and we move on quickly if
inconvenienced in any way don t blame the millennials we have seen the enemy and it is all of us practitioners working within
the eyfs are still uncertain of exactly how to manage assessment this book will take them through the process step by step it
explains the terminology involved shows practitioners how to turn observation into assessment and in the final chapter sets out
how to manage and interpret all the information they have gathered this book is an essential part of all early years bookshelves
as the government expects 80 of the judgements on progress towards the early learning goals to be based on observations of
children in child initiated play environments a brookings institution press and ash center for democratic governance and
innovation publication it started two decades ago with compstat in the new york city police department and quickly jumped to
police agencies across the u s and other nations it was adapted by baltimore which created citistat the first application of
this leadership strategy to an entire jurisdiction today governments at all levels employ performancestat a focused effort by
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public executives to exploit the power of purpose and motivation responsibility and discretion data and meetings analysis and
learning feedback and follow up all to improve government s performance here harvard leadership and management guru robert behn
analyzes the leadership behaviors at the core of performancestat to identify how they work to produce results he examines how
the leaders of a variety of public organizations employ the strategy the way the los angeles county department of public social
services uses its dpsstats to promote economic independence how the city of new orleans uses its blightstat to eradicate blight
in city neighborhoods and what the federal emergency management agency does with its femastat to ensure that the lessons from
each crisis response recovery and mitigation are applied in the future how best to harness the strategy s full capacity the
performancestat potential explains all the star of investigation discovery s dark minds the harlan coben of real life thrillers
takes readers inside a crime that shocked the nation allison brennan new york times bestselling author in the summer of 2003 the
houston suburb of clear lake texas was devastated when four young residents were viciously slain the two female victims tiffany
rowell and rachael koloroutis were just eighteen years old popular and beloved but when a killer came knocking it turned out to
be someone they knew all too well seventeen year old christine paolilla was an awkward outsider until the girls befriended her
in this gripping true story complete with 16 pages of dramatic photos award winning investigative journalist m william phelps
delves into the heart of a baffling mystery to get to the truth of an act so brutal it could not be understood until now praise
for m william phelps the best true crime writer to come along in years gregg olsen 1 new york times bestselling author phelps
ratchets up the dramatic tension stephen singular new york times bestselling author one of america s finest true crime writers
vincent bugliosi 1 new york times bestselling author phelps creates a vivid portrait publishers weekly one of our most engaging
crime journalists katherine ramsland phd author of confessions of a serial killer alyssa megson had a rough start to her life
but now things seem to be going well her best friend heidy lives in her apartment building and is a great confidant and she
couldn t be more in love with her husband evan with whom she is trying to start a family things get even better when after five
years of trying and failing to get pregnant and being told her egg quality is too poor to conceive alyssa miraculously becomes
pregnant with their daughter rachel evan struggles to find a balance between being a grieving son and an elated new father as he
learns his mom has been diagnosed with breast cancer he begins to drink excessively and treat alyssa with disrespect alyssa does
her best to be supportive but all her trust in evan slips away when he puts rachel s life in jeopardy alyssa cannot bring
herself to forgive him she turns to heidy for support as she contemplates divorce and is thankful rachel has a friend in heidy s
son merrick each harbouring an insecurity from a past experience alyssa being unsure of her mom s whereabouts and heidy s
divorce they support each other through some of life s toughest issues with a hilarious sense of humour and a whole lot of spunk
and love a secret they intended to keep hidden forever looms over the two families until there is no choice but to reveal it but
at what cost in the meantime has heidy discovered where alyssa s mom is and will the reason she left crush alyssa this is a
vintage handbook on how to clean rural sports equipment and clothing originally designed as a detailed guide for young valets
hunting racing and polo things and how to clean them contains simple instructions and handy tips that will be of utility to
modern rural sportsmen contents include the duties of a valet visiting methods of cleaning hunting things shooting things polo
things racing things yeomanry uniform travelling singular usage of things connected with hunting by george a fothergili m b and
more many vintage books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing this volume now in an
affordable modern edition the announcement in 2003 that the human genome project had completed its map of the entire human
genome was heralded as a stunning scientific breakthrough our first full picture of the basic building blocks of human life
since then boasts about the benefits and warnings of the dangers of genomics have remained front page news with everyone
agreeing that genomics has the potential to radically alter life as we know it for the nonscientist the claims and counterclaims
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are dizzying what does it really mean to understand the genome barry barnes and john dupré offer an answer to that question and
much more in genomes and what to make of them a clear and lively account of the genomic revolution and its promise the book
opens with a brief history of the science of genetics and genomics from mendel to watson and crick and all the way up to craig
venter from there the authors delve into the use of genomics in determining evolutionary paths and what it can tell us for
example about how far we really have come from our ape ancestors barnes and dupré then consider both the power and risks of
genetics from the economic potential of plant genomes to overblown claims that certain human genes can be directly tied to such
traits as intelligence or homosexuality ultimately the authors argue we are now living with a new knowledge as powerful in its
way as nuclear physics and the stark choices that face us between biological warfare and gene therapy a new eugenics or a new
agricultural revolution will demand the full engagement of both scientists and citizens written in straightforward language but
without denying the complexity of the issues genomes and what to make of them is both an up to date primer and a blueprint for
the future semiring theory stands with a foot in each of two mathematical domains the first being abstract algebra and the other
the fields of applied mathematics such as optimization theory the theory of discrete event dynamical systems automata theory and
formal language theory as well as from the allied areas of theoretical computer science and theoretical physics most important
applications of semiring theory in these areas turn out to revolve around the problem of finding the equalizer of a pair of
affine maps between two semimodules in this volume we chart the state of the art on solving this problem and present many
specific cases of applications this book is essentially the third part of a trilogy along with semirings and their applications
and power algebras over semirings both written by the same author and published by kluwer academic publishers in 1999 while each
book can be read independently of the others to get the full force of the theory and applications one should have access to all
three this work will be of interest to academic and industrial researchers and graduate students the intent of the book is to
bring the applications to the attention of the abstract mathematicians and to make the abstract mathematics available to those
who are using these tools in an ad hoc manner without realizing the full force of the theory just when you think its your day
week month or even year to finally get started something comes up to get in the way if its not your job its your family if its
not your family its your job or something else its a vicious cycle that never seems to end reggie truly understands what youre
going through even though you may think youre all alone reggie has been where youre at and he wants to show you ways to get
going no matter what your excuse or reason may be for being stalled top 10 reasons to avoid exercise and how to overcome them is
designed to give you examples on how you can overcome your battles of the initial start top 10 reasons connect by interviewing
individuals from different walks of life some just like you and letting them tell their stories of triumph over the excuses
reggie lamptey exercise awareness motivator is passionate dedicated and driven after years of trying to find what he truly
wanted to do reggie decided to turn his dream of helping people attain their goals into a reality he founded body defining llc
to help as many people as possible reach and live out their dreams for better health reggie inspires people to push themselves
as hard as possible with his belief that no dream is unattainable them dark days is a study of the callous capitalistic nature
of the vast rice plantations along the southeastern coast it is essential reading for anyone whose view of slavery s horrors
might be softened by the current historical emphasis on slave community and family and slave autonomy and empowerment looking at
gowrie and butler island plantations in georgia and chicora wood in south carolina william dusinberre considers a wide range of
issues related to daily life and work there health economics politics dissidence coercion discipline paternalism and privilege
based on overseers letters slave testimonies and plantation records them dark days offers a vivid reconstruction of slavery in
action and casts a sharp new light on slave history in an age when anxiety depression and suicide in children is at an all time
high bring them closer is a beacon of hope leah everson mdiv public speaker and writer while there s no quick fix or a one size
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fits all approach i m convinced that the stories and principles in this book will be of great encouragement and great help to
those who read it andrew neufeld registered clinical counsellor co founder and executive director of alongside you our kids are
not okay the children and youth mental health crisis is at an all time high anxiety and depression are skyrocketing over the
last ten years there has been a 55 increase in the hospitalization of children and youth due to mental health concerns and many
parents are at a loss for how to deal with some of the issues their children are struggling with in bring them closer author
connie jakab shares her own experiences with her son who went from being hospitalized due to suicidal threats at the tender age
of eight to overcoming his anxiety and depression she digs deeper into questions like what does the idea you never send the
hurting away you bring them closer really look like how do we create a connection with our children so they live healed and
whole how do we see our children free of anxiety depression and behavioural issues bring them closer will provide parents with
tools that can help their families deal with the challenges of parenting a child who deals with mental health difficulties as
well as offer some preventive measures that can keep them from happening in the first place a little explored area of childhood
is that of the troubles and difficulties children experience simply by being children using adults stories about being a child
this book presents children as they live in the social worlds of adults and in social worlds of their own making strange as it
may seem other people are not nearly as committed to our happiness as we are in fact sometimes they seem like they re on a
mission to make us miserable there s always that one person the one who hijacks your emotions and makes you crazy the one who
seems to thrive on drama if you could just fix that person everything would be better but we can t fix other people we can only
make choices about ourselves in this cut to the chase book communication expert mike bechtle shows readers that they don t have
to be victims of other people s craziness with commonsense wisdom and practical advice that can be implemented immediately
bechtle gives readers a proven strategy to handle crazy people more than just offering a set of techniques bechtle offers a new
perspective that will change readers lives as they deal with those difficult people who just won t go away originally published
in 1913 this is a wonderfully detailed guide for the making of all types of sweets candies toffees fudges chocolates and many
more full of detailed easy to follow recipes including many delicacies not often seen nowadays this is both a vintage cookery
classic and a useful manual for anyone with a sweet tooth many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900s
and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable high
quality modern editions using the original text and artwork contents include utensils for candy making materials used in candy
making table of weights and measures preparation hints and recipes uncooked candies chocolates how to prepare and use fondant
the making of nougats the making of marzipans how to glace fruit and nuts all sorts of fudges the making of caramels all sorts
of taffies a variety of candies mixed bonbons the three neutrinos are ghostly elementary particles that exist all across the
universe though every second billions of them fly through us they are extremely hard to detect we used to think they had no mass
but recently discovered that in fact they have a tiny mass the quest for the neutrino mass scale and mass ordering specifying
how the three masses are distributed is an extremely exciting one and will open the door towards new physics operating at energy
scales we can only ever dream of reaching on earth this thesis explores the use of measurements of the cosmic microwave
background the oldest light reaching us a snapshot of the infant universe and maps of millions of galaxies to go after the
neutrino mass scale and mass ordering neutrinos might teach us something about the mysterious dark energy powering the
accelerated expansion of the universe or about cosmic inflation which seeded the initial conditions for the universe though
extremely baffling neutrinos are also an exceptionally exciting area of research and cosmological observations promise to reveal
a great deal about these elusive particles in the coming years praise for common errors in statistics and how to avoid them a
very engaging and valuable book for all who use statistics in any setting choice addresses popular mistakes often made in data
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collection and provides an indispensable guide to accurate statistical analysis and reporting the authors emphasis on careful
practice combined with a focus on the development of solutions reveals the true value of statistics when applied correctly in
any area of research maa reviews common errors in statistics and how to avoid them fourth edition provides a mathematically
rigorous yet readily accessible foundation in statistics for experienced readers as well as students learning to design and
complete experiments surveys and clinical trials providing a consistent level of coherency throughout the highly readable fourth
edition focuses on debunking popular myths analyzing common mistakes and instructing readers on how to choose the appropriate
statistical technique to address their specific task the authors begin with an introduction to the main sources of error and
provide techniques for avoiding them subsequent chapters outline key methods and practices for accurate analysis reporting and
model building the fourth edition features newly added topics including baseline data detecting fraud linear regression versus
linear behavior case control studies minimum reporting requirements non random samples the book concludes with a glossary that
outlines key terms and an extensive bibliography with several hundred citations directing readers to resources for further study
presented in an easy to follow style common errors in statistics fourth edition is an excellent book for students and
professionals in industry government medicine and the social sciences ten minibooks in one get you thoroughly caught up on
windows 8 1 with new improvements and changes windows 8 1 offers a refreshed user interface better integration between the new
and traditional windows interfaces and more this updated top selling guide is what you need to get up to speed on everything
windows 8 1 nine minibooks in one cover such essential topics as navigating the new start screen understanding windows 8 1 apps
securing windows 8 1 and much more take the guesswork out of windows 8 1 from day one with this complete all in one resource
helps you get up to speed on the windows 8 1 operating system including its start screen which is a feature sure to please
traditional windows users provides top notch guidance from trusted and well known windows expert and author woody leonhard
covers windows 8 1 inside and out including how to customize the start screen manage apps and control privacy delves into core
windows 8 1 apps such as e mail people and skydrive shows you how to connect online add hardware back up and update and secure
windows 8 1 discover new improvements old favorites and everything in between with windows 8 1 all in one for dummies
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Why Intranets Fail (and How to Fix Them)

2014-01-23

why intranets fail and how to fix them is a practical guide to some of the common problems associated with intranets and
solutions to those problems the book takes a unique end user perspective on the role of intranets within organisations it
explores how the needs of the end user very often conflict with the needs of the organisation creating a confusion of purpose
that impedes the success of intranet it sets out clearly why intranets cannot be thought of as merely internal internets and
require their own management strategies and approaches the book draws on a wide range of examples and analogies from a variety
of contexts to set out in a clear and concise way the issues at the heart of failing intranets it presents step by step
solutions with universal application each issue discussed is accompanied by short practical suggestions for improved intranet
design and architecture jargon free and aimed at information professionals with sole mixed responsibilities draws many examples
from broader library management contexts clearly distinguishes between intranet and internet technologies

13 Very Bad Days and How God Fixed Them

2018-04-01

if you want kids to do god s word and not just hear it you re in exactly the right place each session focuses on one key bible
truth kids will discover it think about it talk about it pray about it and apply what they learn you ll drive that point home
through bible exploration fun discussions giggle worthy games and oh wow activities that engage kids in multiple ways just add
an adult or teenage leader to these easy to lead sessions to keep kids engaged entertained and growing in their faith each
session is flexible sessions work for 1 or 2 kids 12 kids or more multi aged suitable for all elementary kids low prep using
easy to find supplies 45 minutes of fun with time stretchers to fill an hour relational children grow close to jesus and each
other perfect for any children s ministry program sunday school children s church and more help kids discover the faith building
life changing truths tucked into 13 stories of people who had very bad days and how god fixed them they will see god s power at
work in the lives of noah daniel mary lazarus stephen and others and along the way kids will discover that the same god of long
ago watches over them and can fix their bad days too

Common Money Mistakes and How to Fix Them: A Guide

2021-03-12

are you tired of living paycheck to paycheck or struggling with debt do you want to take control of your finances but don t know
where to start this comprehensive guide is here to help you identify and overcome the most common money mistakes that can
sabotage your financial health in common money mistakes and how to fix them a guide you ll discover practical solutions and
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expert advice on how to avoid financial pitfalls and achieve your financial goals whether you re just starting your financial
journey or looking to improve your current situation this guide provides the tools and knowledge you need to succeed what you ll
learn 1 introduction understand the importance of financial literacy and get an overview of common money mistakes 2 overspending
learn the causes of overspending and tips to control your spending habits 3 lack of budgeting discover the importance of a
budget and step by step instructions to create an effective one 4 ignoring emergency funds understand why emergency funds are
essential and how to build one 5 accumulating debt identify common types of debt and strategies for managing and reducing them 6
not saving for retirement explore the consequences of neglecting retirement savings and best practices for retirement planning 7
living paycheck to paycheck learn the risks of this lifestyle and tips to break the cycle 8 failing to invest discover the
benefits of investing and basic investment strategies for beginners 9 impulse purchases understand the impact of impulse buying
on your financial health and techniques to curb it 10 neglecting financial goals learn the importance of setting financial goals
and how to achieve them 11 not tracking expenses find out why tracking expenses matters and the best tools and methods for doing
so 12 ignoring credit scores understand the role of credit scores in financial health and how to monitor and improve yours 13
paying high fees identify hidden fees to watch out for and ways to minimize or avoid them 14 lack of financial planning discover
the benefits of a financial plan and how to create a comprehensive one 15 conclusion recap key points and get motivated to take
control of your personal finances packed with actionable tips and real world examples this guide will empower you to make
informed financial decisions and build a secure financial future whether you re aiming to save more invest wisely or simply get
out of debt common money mistakes and how to fix them a complete guide is your roadmap to financial success take the first step
towards financial freedom today

You Can't Fix Them--Because They're Not Broken

2011-08-31

have you gone from feeling like you were finally following your true calling as a helper and healer to dragging yourself out of
bed where did all the excitement wonder and gratitude go you re exhausted physically and emotionally from juggling challenging
clients and the mundane side of helping work you might even have daydreamed about quitting or perhaps you re new to helping and
not sure how to navigate client relationships run your practice and somehow still have a life whether you re an acupuncturist
massage therapist yoga teacher reiki healer coach astrologer or counselor this book is your companion discover simple effective
techniques to soothe burnout and relieve compassion fatigue enhance your own resilience break free from impostor syndrome feel
empowered to maintain healthier boundaries customize your career to meet your needs plus find out what you don t know about
change this information can take you from frustrated to fulfilled dr jo eckler is a licensed clinical psychologist and
registered yoga teacher trained in energy work sound healing and as a death mourning doula you ll benefit from their 20 years of
professional experience as a helper working directly with clients supervising trainees leading workshops and consulting it s
time to go beyond self care clichés and get the practical tools you need to share your gifts with others while keeping yourself
nourished in the process start crafting a more sustainable future today
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1st Aid for Your Clothes: How to Fix Them Fast

2019-04-01

named one of forbes top 10 books of 2019 if you have become tired of spinning your wheels and watching clients leave without
warning this book will show you how to foster genuine interactions such as through video rather than pursuing one off wow
moments forbes discover the 24 reasons people are leaving you for competitors and how to win them back in why customers leave
popular customer experience and marketing speaker david avrin makes a compelling case for customer experience as a bankable
differentiator in an era of vast marketplace choices the book lays out the very visible reasons for the recent shift in customer
mindset and expectation illustrates the myriad ways that companies inadvertently drive customers and prospects to competitors
and offers a multitude of creative strategies and tactics to attract and retain new prospects in the book david explores and
articulates the disturbing new dynamic that has arisen from easy to find one click away at your fingertips options we have
become a world of impatient intolerant and demanding customers and we move on quickly if inconvenienced in any way don t blame
the millennials we have seen the enemy and it is all of us

Why Customers Leave (and How to Win Them Back)

2013-09-26

practitioners working within the eyfs are still uncertain of exactly how to manage assessment this book will take them through
the process step by step it explains the terminology involved shows practitioners how to turn observation into assessment and in
the final chapter sets out how to manage and interpret all the information they have gathered this book is an essential part of
all early years bookshelves as the government expects 80 of the judgements on progress towards the early learning goals to be
based on observations of children in child initiated play environments

Catching them at it!

2014-06-24

a brookings institution press and ash center for democratic governance and innovation publication it started two decades ago
with compstat in the new york city police department and quickly jumped to police agencies across the u s and other nations it
was adapted by baltimore which created citistat the first application of this leadership strategy to an entire jurisdiction
today governments at all levels employ performancestat a focused effort by public executives to exploit the power of purpose and
motivation responsibility and discretion data and meetings analysis and learning feedback and follow up all to improve
government s performance here harvard leadership and management guru robert behn analyzes the leadership behaviors at the core
of performancestat to identify how they work to produce results he examines how the leaders of a variety of public organizations
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employ the strategy the way the los angeles county department of public social services uses its dpsstats to promote economic
independence how the city of new orleans uses its blightstat to eradicate blight in city neighborhoods and what the federal
emergency management agency does with its femastat to ensure that the lessons from each crisis response recovery and mitigation
are applied in the future how best to harness the strategy s full capacity the performancestat potential explains all

The PerformanceStat Potential

2011-10-24

the star of investigation discovery s dark minds the harlan coben of real life thrillers takes readers inside a crime that
shocked the nation allison brennan new york times bestselling author in the summer of 2003 the houston suburb of clear lake
texas was devastated when four young residents were viciously slain the two female victims tiffany rowell and rachael koloroutis
were just eighteen years old popular and beloved but when a killer came knocking it turned out to be someone they knew all too
well seventeen year old christine paolilla was an awkward outsider until the girls befriended her in this gripping true story
complete with 16 pages of dramatic photos award winning investigative journalist m william phelps delves into the heart of a
baffling mystery to get to the truth of an act so brutal it could not be understood until now praise for m william phelps the
best true crime writer to come along in years gregg olsen 1 new york times bestselling author phelps ratchets up the dramatic
tension stephen singular new york times bestselling author one of america s finest true crime writers vincent bugliosi 1 new
york times bestselling author phelps creates a vivid portrait publishers weekly one of our most engaging crime journalists
katherine ramsland phd author of confessions of a serial killer

Never See Them Again

1888

alyssa megson had a rough start to her life but now things seem to be going well her best friend heidy lives in her apartment
building and is a great confidant and she couldn t be more in love with her husband evan with whom she is trying to start a
family things get even better when after five years of trying and failing to get pregnant and being told her egg quality is too
poor to conceive alyssa miraculously becomes pregnant with their daughter rachel evan struggles to find a balance between being
a grieving son and an elated new father as he learns his mom has been diagnosed with breast cancer he begins to drink
excessively and treat alyssa with disrespect alyssa does her best to be supportive but all her trust in evan slips away when he
puts rachel s life in jeopardy alyssa cannot bring herself to forgive him she turns to heidy for support as she contemplates
divorce and is thankful rachel has a friend in heidy s son merrick each harbouring an insecurity from a past experience alyssa
being unsure of her mom s whereabouts and heidy s divorce they support each other through some of life s toughest issues with a
hilarious sense of humour and a whole lot of spunk and love a secret they intended to keep hidden forever looms over the two
families until there is no choice but to reveal it but at what cost in the meantime has heidy discovered where alyssa s mom is
and will the reason she left crush alyssa
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A Practical Treatise on Coal Mining

1865

this is a vintage handbook on how to clean rural sports equipment and clothing originally designed as a detailed guide for young
valets hunting racing and polo things and how to clean them contains simple instructions and handy tips that will be of utility
to modern rural sportsmen contents include the duties of a valet visiting methods of cleaning hunting things shooting things
polo things racing things yeomanry uniform travelling singular usage of things connected with hunting by george a fothergili m b
and more many vintage books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing this volume now in
an affordable modern edition

Fruit Figures and how to Make Them

2023-06-19

the announcement in 2003 that the human genome project had completed its map of the entire human genome was heralded as a
stunning scientific breakthrough our first full picture of the basic building blocks of human life since then boasts about the
benefits and warnings of the dangers of genomics have remained front page news with everyone agreeing that genomics has the
potential to radically alter life as we know it for the nonscientist the claims and counterclaims are dizzying what does it
really mean to understand the genome barry barnes and john dupré offer an answer to that question and much more in genomes and
what to make of them a clear and lively account of the genomic revolution and its promise the book opens with a brief history of
the science of genetics and genomics from mendel to watson and crick and all the way up to craig venter from there the authors
delve into the use of genomics in determining evolutionary paths and what it can tell us for example about how far we really
have come from our ape ancestors barnes and dupré then consider both the power and risks of genetics from the economic potential
of plant genomes to overblown claims that certain human genes can be directly tied to such traits as intelligence or
homosexuality ultimately the authors argue we are now living with a new knowledge as powerful in its way as nuclear physics and
the stark choices that face us between biological warfare and gene therapy a new eugenics or a new agricultural revolution will
demand the full engagement of both scientists and citizens written in straightforward language but without denying the
complexity of the issues genomes and what to make of them is both an up to date primer and a blueprint for the future

What The Three Of Them Knew

2017-09-15

semiring theory stands with a foot in each of two mathematical domains the first being abstract algebra and the other the fields
of applied mathematics such as optimization theory the theory of discrete event dynamical systems automata theory and formal
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language theory as well as from the allied areas of theoretical computer science and theoretical physics most important
applications of semiring theory in these areas turn out to revolve around the problem of finding the equalizer of a pair of
affine maps between two semimodules in this volume we chart the state of the art on solving this problem and present many
specific cases of applications this book is essentially the third part of a trilogy along with semirings and their applications
and power algebras over semirings both written by the same author and published by kluwer academic publishers in 1999 while each
book can be read independently of the others to get the full force of the theory and applications one should have access to all
three this work will be of interest to academic and industrial researchers and graduate students the intent of the book is to
bring the applications to the attention of the abstract mathematicians and to make the abstract mathematics available to those
who are using these tools in an ad hoc manner without realizing the full force of the theory

Hunting, Racing and Polo Things and How to Clean Them

2009-05-15

just when you think its your day week month or even year to finally get started something comes up to get in the way if its not
your job its your family if its not your family its your job or something else its a vicious cycle that never seems to end
reggie truly understands what youre going through even though you may think youre all alone reggie has been where youre at and
he wants to show you ways to get going no matter what your excuse or reason may be for being stalled top 10 reasons to avoid
exercise and how to overcome them is designed to give you examples on how you can overcome your battles of the initial start top
10 reasons connect by interviewing individuals from different walks of life some just like you and letting them tell their
stories of triumph over the excuses reggie lamptey exercise awareness motivator is passionate dedicated and driven after years
of trying to find what he truly wanted to do reggie decided to turn his dream of helping people attain their goals into a
reality he founded body defining llc to help as many people as possible reach and live out their dreams for better health reggie
inspires people to push themselves as hard as possible with his belief that no dream is unattainable

Genomes and What to Make of Them

1898

them dark days is a study of the callous capitalistic nature of the vast rice plantations along the southeastern coast it is
essential reading for anyone whose view of slavery s horrors might be softened by the current historical emphasis on slave
community and family and slave autonomy and empowerment looking at gowrie and butler island plantations in georgia and chicora
wood in south carolina william dusinberre considers a wide range of issues related to daily life and work there health economics
politics dissidence coercion discipline paternalism and privilege based on overseers letters slave testimonies and plantation
records them dark days offers a vivid reconstruction of slavery in action and casts a sharp new light on slave history
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The World and a Man

1894

in an age when anxiety depression and suicide in children is at an all time high bring them closer is a beacon of hope leah
everson mdiv public speaker and writer while there s no quick fix or a one size fits all approach i m convinced that the stories
and principles in this book will be of great encouragement and great help to those who read it andrew neufeld registered
clinical counsellor co founder and executive director of alongside you our kids are not okay the children and youth mental
health crisis is at an all time high anxiety and depression are skyrocketing over the last ten years there has been a 55
increase in the hospitalization of children and youth due to mental health concerns and many parents are at a loss for how to
deal with some of the issues their children are struggling with in bring them closer author connie jakab shares her own
experiences with her son who went from being hospitalized due to suicidal threats at the tender age of eight to overcoming his
anxiety and depression she digs deeper into questions like what does the idea you never send the hurting away you bring them
closer really look like how do we create a connection with our children so they live healed and whole how do we see our children
free of anxiety depression and behavioural issues bring them closer will provide parents with tools that can help their families
deal with the challenges of parenting a child who deals with mental health difficulties as well as offer some preventive
measures that can keep them from happening in the first place

Annual Report of the Railroad Commissioners

2013-03-14

a little explored area of childhood is that of the troubles and difficulties children experience simply by being children using
adults stories about being a child this book presents children as they live in the social worlds of adults and in social worlds
of their own making

Semirings and Affine Equations over Them

2011-06-28

strange as it may seem other people are not nearly as committed to our happiness as we are in fact sometimes they seem like they
re on a mission to make us miserable there s always that one person the one who hijacks your emotions and makes you crazy the
one who seems to thrive on drama if you could just fix that person everything would be better but we can t fix other people we
can only make choices about ourselves in this cut to the chase book communication expert mike bechtle shows readers that they
don t have to be victims of other people s craziness with commonsense wisdom and practical advice that can be implemented
immediately bechtle gives readers a proven strategy to handle crazy people more than just offering a set of techniques bechtle
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offers a new perspective that will change readers lives as they deal with those difficult people who just won t go away

Top 10 Excuses for Avoiding Exercise and How to Overcome Them

2020-11-18

originally published in 1913 this is a wonderfully detailed guide for the making of all types of sweets candies toffees fudges
chocolates and many more full of detailed easy to follow recipes including many delicacies not often seen nowadays this is both
a vintage cookery classic and a useful manual for anyone with a sweet tooth many of the earliest books particularly those dating
back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in
affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork contents include utensils for candy making materials
used in candy making table of weights and measures preparation hints and recipes uncooked candies chocolates how to prepare and
use fondant the making of nougats the making of marzipans how to glace fruit and nuts all sorts of fudges the making of caramels
all sorts of taffies a variety of candies mixed bonbons

21.1 Running Mistakes

1893

the three neutrinos are ghostly elementary particles that exist all across the universe though every second billions of them fly
through us they are extremely hard to detect we used to think they had no mass but recently discovered that in fact they have a
tiny mass the quest for the neutrino mass scale and mass ordering specifying how the three masses are distributed is an
extremely exciting one and will open the door towards new physics operating at energy scales we can only ever dream of reaching
on earth this thesis explores the use of measurements of the cosmic microwave background the oldest light reaching us a snapshot
of the infant universe and maps of millions of galaxies to go after the neutrino mass scale and mass ordering neutrinos might
teach us something about the mysterious dark energy powering the accelerated expansion of the universe or about cosmic inflation
which seeded the initial conditions for the universe though extremely baffling neutrinos are also an exceptionally exciting area
of research and cosmological observations promise to reveal a great deal about these elusive particles in the coming years

Rural Californian

2016-01-14

praise for common errors in statistics and how to avoid them a very engaging and valuable book for all who use statistics in any
setting choice addresses popular mistakes often made in data collection and provides an indispensable guide to accurate
statistical analysis and reporting the authors emphasis on careful practice combined with a focus on the development of
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solutions reveals the true value of statistics when applied correctly in any area of research maa reviews common errors in
statistics and how to avoid them fourth edition provides a mathematically rigorous yet readily accessible foundation in
statistics for experienced readers as well as students learning to design and complete experiments surveys and clinical trials
providing a consistent level of coherency throughout the highly readable fourth edition focuses on debunking popular myths
analyzing common mistakes and instructing readers on how to choose the appropriate statistical technique to address their
specific task the authors begin with an introduction to the main sources of error and provide techniques for avoiding them
subsequent chapters outline key methods and practices for accurate analysis reporting and model building the fourth edition
features newly added topics including baseline data detecting fraud linear regression versus linear behavior case control
studies minimum reporting requirements non random samples the book concludes with a glossary that outlines key terms and an
extensive bibliography with several hundred citations directing readers to resources for further study presented in an easy to
follow style common errors in statistics fourth edition is an excellent book for students and professionals in industry
government medicine and the social sciences

Broken People and How to Fix Them

2000

ten minibooks in one get you thoroughly caught up on windows 8 1 with new improvements and changes windows 8 1 offers a
refreshed user interface better integration between the new and traditional windows interfaces and more this updated top selling
guide is what you need to get up to speed on everything windows 8 1 nine minibooks in one cover such essential topics as
navigating the new start screen understanding windows 8 1 apps securing windows 8 1 and much more take the guesswork out of
windows 8 1 from day one with this complete all in one resource helps you get up to speed on the windows 8 1 operating system
including its start screen which is a feature sure to please traditional windows users provides top notch guidance from trusted
and well known windows expert and author woody leonhard covers windows 8 1 inside and out including how to customize the start
screen manage apps and control privacy delves into core windows 8 1 apps such as e mail people and skydrive shows you how to
connect online add hardware back up and update and secure windows 8 1 discover new improvements old favorites and everything in
between with windows 8 1 all in one for dummies

Them Dark Days

2020-05-15

Bring Them Closer

1871
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Godey's Lady's Book and Ladies American Magazine

1897

Bee Master, Or Beekeepers Journal

1996

The Little Trials of Childhood and Children's Strategies for Dealing with Them

2012-10-01

People Can't Drive You Crazy If You Don't Give Them the Keys

1898

Annual Report of the Board of Railroad Commissioners for the Year Ending ...

2013-04-16

Candies and Bonbons and How to Make Them

2021-11-22

Us / Them

1875
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English Mechanics and the World of Science

2020-08-13

Weigh Them All!

1897

The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography

2012-06-07

Common Errors in Statistics (and How to Avoid Them)

2013-11-06

Windows 8.1 All-in-One For Dummies

1888

Report of the Select Committee Appointed 29th February, L888, to Investigate and
Report Upon Alleged Combinations in Manufactures, Trade and Insurance in Canada

1893
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A Harmony of the Gospels for Historical Study

1886

The Ante-Nicene Fathers: Lactantius, [etc.], Apostolic teaching and constitutions,
Homily, and Liturgies

1883

History of the consulate and the empire of France under Napoleon

1895

Transactions of the Illinois Society for Child-Study
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